


Coco and Charley: Balloon Modelling Championships

CoCo & Charley Opening Dance. 
CoCo exits, Charley goes into audience.  

CoCo enters, bringing on suitcase, puts it down USC, waves to audience, notices Charley isn’t on 
stage. 
CoCo: Charley!
Charley pops out from behind audience member. 
Charley: CoCo!
Charley immediately hides and moves to a different hiding place. CoCo looks out to where the 
call came from and tries again. 
CoCo: Charley!
Charley: CoCo! 
Charley repeats the action of popping out from behind audience, hiding and moving again. They 
both do this one more time. This time CoCo catches where Charley is and tells Charley to join 
CoCo on the stage. 

CoCo gestures to Charley that she wants to look in the suitcase. 
Charley agrees, they both circle round to the suitcase.
Suitcase routine- heads. 
Both look up excited to audience, look down and slowly pull out a modelling balloon. Both 
holding the same balloon with their inside hand at opposite ends. 
Both look at audience excited, look at each other and gesture at their balloon and look back at 
each other. 
Both slowly look back at their end of the balloon and along to the other end realising they are 
holding the same balloon. 
Both look up at audience; Charley scared, CoCo smiling. 
CoCo lets go of the balloon. Giggles and quickly moves to standing in front of suitcase. 
Charley hurt, stands up in front of suitcase too. 
Both shake hands to make up. CoCo shakes and Charley jumps up and down whilst holding 
CoCo’s hand, as if Coco is extremely strong. 

Charley explains to CoCo they need to stretch the balloon for the “BALLON MODELLING 
CHAMPIONSHIP” gestures to screen. 
Charley stands C and tells CoCo to take 3 steps SL holding the end of the balloon.
Charley: 1, 2, …
CoCo lets go of the balloon. 
Charley reacts. Tells CoCo not to let go of the balloon and try again to SR. 



Charley: 1, 2, 3…
CoCo looks at audiences and nods, then let’s go of the balloon. 
Charley reacts bigger. Tells CoCo to stand C and hold the balloon with two hands. 
Charley takes three slow walks away SL, each time checking back with CoCo to not let go. 
Each time CoCo confirms: 
Charley: 1… 
CoCo gestures holding it with two hands.
Charley: 2… 
CoCo nods to confirm I’m not letting go.  
Charley hesitates before 3, checks back with CoCo. 
CoCo lets go to give a double thumbs up then immediately realises what she’s done.
Charley reacts really big. 

Charley gives up and decides to enter the competition alone, turning away from CoCo.
Charley pulls out a balloon pump and starts pumping balloon. 
CoCo sees and also gets out a balloon pump from her bumbag. CoCo pumps a gust of air at Charley’s 
ear, he reacts thinking it’s a fly. CoCo finds this funny and repeats on the other ear. 
Charley reacts again. 
CoCo then goes between Charley’s legs & calls:
CoCo: Charley!

Charley looks down and CoCo pumps air in his face. Making Charley let go off his balloon and fall 
back on floor in shock. CoCo rolls on the floor laughing. 
Charley notices the winning trophy on the screen and sneaks around to grab a handle. CoCo notices 
Charleys plan and runs to grab the other handle. The pull the trophy to and fro until the trophy 
smashes. The both look down embarrassed then the they both have an idea!
They look at audience. 

Austin Powers music. 

CoCo and Charley go into audience and pick out two grown up volunteers and bring them on to the 
stage. 
CoCo exits as Charley checks out the competition. 
CoCo brings back on three inflated balloons. Gives one to each audience member and keeps one. 
CoCo gestures to the screen and at first there is a difficult image (e.g car) CoCo doesn't see straight 
away, notices and then changes screen to a dog image.

CoCo demonstrates how to make the dog and they both encourage volunteers to follow. 
Charley tries to encourage the audience to cheer for Charley as CoCo gets the audience to cheer for 
the other contestants. 
CoCo inspects their work. 
CoCo gets audience to cheer for each dog made. Then commands them to stop. 



(Round 1)
CoCo gets the two guests and Charley to follow in a circle, walking their balloon dog. 
(Round 2)
CoCo goes off stage and comes back on spinning the hula hoop around her waist. Then 
indicates the dog must jump through the hoop. 
CoCo demonstrates first.
Then indicates the two guests to follow. 
Charley goes last and CoCo gets bit by Charley’s dog. Charley finds this funny, CoCo does not. 
(Round 3) 
CoCo walks guests round again and gets them to make their dogs sit & stay, audience 
members leave dog SR and walk away to SL. 
Charley’s dog stays attached to Charley’s hand even though Charley is trying to tell the dog to 
stay, Charley keeps indicating his dog should go and sit with the other dogs. 
CoCo does not notice Charley’s dog is by Charley’s side, Charley hides his disobedient dog 
from CoCo.  
Then CoCo asks them to get dog to come to them. 
CoCo tries first and fails and swiftly moves on to the guests on at a time. 
CoCo then goes to Charley last for Charleys turn. 
CoCo notices Charley has his dog by his side and proclaims Charley the winner!! 

CoCo and Charley encourage audience to cheer for guests as they leave stage. 

Sound Cue: Lots of dogs barking/Who Let the Dogs Out? 

Charley’s dog pulls Charley off stage and Charley returns with a bag of pre-made dogs and 
inflated balloons. 
CoCo and Charley give out balloons to guests and make balloons for everyone. 

CoCo and Charley Dance. 


